Brain-derived respiring mitochondria exhibit homogeneous, complete and cyclosporin-sensitive permeability transition.
The mitochondrial permeability transition (mPT) is increasingly implicated in neuronal cell death. In the present study, isolated respiring brain mitochondria were examined for their ability to undergo calcium-induced mPT and their sensitivity to mPT inhibition by cyclosporin A (CsA). Previous studies have suggested a heterogeneous response to calcium, a limitation of CsA inhibition, and a relative resistance in the ability of respiring brain mitochondria to undergo mPT. Using fluorometric and electron microscopic analyses, we found that virtually the whole population of respiring brain mitochondria readily undergo mPT and swell upon calcium exposure. Further, brain mitochondria were highly sensitive to CsA which potentiated morphological recovery after transient swelling as well as completely blocked mPT induction in the presence of a low concentration of ADP. Using flow cytometry, which allows analysis of individual mitochondria, we demonstrate that both brain and liver mitochondria display homogeneous responses to calcium-induced mPT. We conclude that the mPT is one likely target for the broad in vivo neuroprotective effects displayed by CsA when allowed to penetrate the blood-brain barrier, and that development of compounds inhibiting mPT may prove beneficial for the treatment of severe brain disease.